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Summary. Background. Presented work aims to study the status of the autonomic nervous
system (ANS) in two groups of patients during 10-day acute period. One group consists of
patients with transient ischemic attack (TIA) and another group consists of patients with
stroke. The latter group includes patients with various size of stroke.
Prospective cohort study was carried out in the Department of Neurology and Neurosurgery of the Gomel State Medical University, Stroke Unit of the Gomel Regional Veterans
Hospital, between May 2014 and March 2016. The groups included in the study were composed as follows: TIA group contained 13 patients and Stroke group contained 84 patients,
including 61 with size of stroke lower than 15 mm (lacunar stroke – LS) and 23 with size of
stroke bigger than 15 mm (total stroke – TS). Heart rate variability (HRV) was used to describe status of the ANS. It was measured at the 1st and 10th day of staying in the hospital. Obtained HRV records were analyzed using the following four parameters: SDNN (standard deviation of the normal-to-normal R-R intervals, in ms), DX (the difference between maximal
and minimal R-R interval, in ms), Mo (mode of the duration of R-R intervals, in ms), AMo
(amplitude of the R-R intervals mode, in percent).
Results. For the HRV taken on the 1st day of admission, the dependence between DX
(representing activity of parasympathetic part of ANS) and Mo (representing sympathetic
part of ANS) was found to be significantly different in TIA and TS groups (p=0.01).
Conclusion. The key difference between TIA and TS is a difference in the relationship
between the humoral regulation of the activities of the ANS and the parasympathetic part activity at the 1st day, which determines specific features of pathogenesis of the transient
ischemia.
Keywords: transient ischemic attack, lacunar stroke, total stroke, sympathetic and parasympathetic parts of autonomic nervous system.

INTRODUCTION
Stroke is the most often cause of death for people in Europe
and US and the first cause of disability in people over the
age of 60 [1, 2]. Transient ischemic attack (TIA) is a shortterm infringement of brain blood circulation that often precedes the stroke [1, 3]. TIA patients have a high risk of subsequent stroke: 4–8% during 1 month and 30% 5 years after TIA [1, 3].
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Dysfunction of ANS in stroke patients is associated
with worse functional outcome and higher mortality rate
[4–11]. Hyperactivity of sympathetic part of ANS is the
dominant condition of ANS in the main basic prestroke
conditions such as atherosclerosis, arterial hypertension,
coronary heart disease, chronic kidney disease [12–28].
Hyperactivity of the sympathetic part of the ANS is accompanied by vasospasm, increased blood pressure,
hyperglycemia, insulin resistance, increased catecholamine level in blood [23].
Changes in ANS activity in stroke patients are caused
by a damage of the suprasegmental part of the brain and an
activation of a systemic response to the necrotic focus in
the brain [29, 30]. The direction of the mechanisms of the
vegetative regulation with increased activity of the seg-
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mental apparatus changes during the acute period of stroke
[31]. The combination of severe damage of the brain with
low heart rate variability (HRV) is a poor prognostic factor
for patients survival [7, 8, 10, 31, 32], as well as the predictor of development of post-stroke infections [33]. The high
activity of the sympathetic part of the ANS and increased
catecholamine levels contribute to the development of cardiac complications and increase mortality in stroke patients [7, 8, 29, 33, 34]. The lower HRV is associated with
poor recovery of the neurological deficit [8, 31, 35]. Combination of severe stroke process with low HRV is a poor
prognostic factor for survival for two periods of observation: 1) period of hospitalization, 2) the first month after
stroke [7, 9, 12]. Progressive atherothrombotic stroke is
characterized by centralization of vegetative activity of
sympathic part of ANS [4, 8, 13, 31, 35]. Activation of the
sympathetic part of the ANS leads to hypercoagulation capacity and high platelet aggregation [36, 37], hyperglycemia [38], increased risk of myocardial infarction,
re-stroke, and deep vein thrombosis [39] during the next
year, increase in blood-brain barrier permeability, and
brain edema [36, 37, 39]. HRV changes are detected in all
pathogenic subtypes of stroke [7, 23, 27, 28, 31]. It was
demonstrated [4, 5] that patients with lacunar stroke (less
than 15 mm – LS) have depression of HRV and activation
of ANS [8, 13, 35]. However, therapeutic strategies that
could influence this component of brain ischemia are not
present, because mechanisms of underlying pathological
processes are unclear [11].
The majority of the authors bind a predominance of the
activity of the sympathetic part of the ANS with an unfavourable prognosis [7, 8, 12, 13, 35]. On the other hand,
some publications present data, which suggest connection
between sympathicotonia and a more favourable prognosis of stroke [35]. This discrepancy can be explained by the
inconsistency of the methods used, different duration of
the analyzed periods and electrocardiographic studies in
different populations of patients [7].
In our previous publications we showed that sympathetic part of the ANS in TIA patients has a maximal activity comparing with different size stroke patients [40–44].
Considering the more favourable outcome and absence of
necrosis focus in TIA patients, we can assume that activation of the sympathetic part of ANS in these patients has a
sanogenetic character [40–42]. Thus the interpretation of
autonomic imbalance in stroke patients is disputable.
According to previously obtained data, status of
humoral regulation influences status of ANS and determines distinctive stress-response in patients with stroke and
TIA [45]. In particular, TIA groups have the highest AMo
values in comparison to the control group [40]. In stroke patients, AMo did not differ from control group and was significantly lower than in the TIA group. DX detected in TIA
and Stroke groups indicated decrease in parasympathetic
tone in TIA patients as compared to control group, and in
LS group versus TS [40]. Also, it was shown that stroke
clinical status depends on activity of sympathetic and parasympathetic parts of ANS in stroke patients [40–44].

Based on the data on the influence of vegetative status
on the direction of the first stage of cerebral ischemia [40]
and different humoral regulation of ischemic cascade [45],
we hypothesized the relationship between the sympathetic
(AMo) and parasympathetic (DX) parts of the ANS from
the humoral influence on its activity (Mo). We formulated
a hypothesis that patients with various stroke size (TS and
LS) and TIA would have distinctive dependences for AMo
vs Mo, and DX vs Mo. This would correspond to a difference in pathogenesis of TS, LS, and TIA. In that case, our
null hypothesis is the absence of the above-mentioned difference. In order to investigate this hypothesis we designed
and performed the study presented below.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
13 TIA and 84 stroke patients admitted in the Stroke Unit
of the Gomel Regional Veteran’s Hospital were surveyed
from 2014 to 2016. TIA patients (8 women and 5 men,
mean age 69.2±3.3 years; do not have changes on neuroimaging), 61 patients with LS (size of stroke < 15 mm;
31 women and 30 men, mean age 51.8±2 years) and 23 patients with stroke more than 15 mm (TS) (9 women and
14 men, mean age 50.1±3.5 years) were observed. All patients belonged to Caucasian race. The neurologic deficit
in stroke patients was objectified using stroke scale of the
American National Institute of Health (NIHSS) [1]. On the
1st day the estimation by the NIHSS was for LS – 6 (4; 7)
for TS – 13 (9.5; 17). Neurological deficit at admission in
TIA patients was presented as hemiparesis 38%, asymmetry of nasolabial folds 46%, instability in the Romberg position 31%, asymmetry of tendon reflexes 46% and
Babinski symptom 77%, hypoesthesia 23%, aphasia 23%.
TIA patients had the ABCD2 score of 4 (4;5) [46, 47].
Co-morbidities in TIA and stroke patients is presented in
Table 1.
All groups were examined according to the Protocols
of Diagnosis and Treatment approved by the Ministry of
Health of Belarus. Exclusion criteria were: severe neurological deficit (score >20 according to NIHSS), hemorrhagic stroke or subarachnoid bleeding, persons with acute
phase of chronic diseases.
For evaluation of the ANS status in TIA and stroke patients, HRV analysis was performed according to the accepted procedures [48–51]. Registration of HRV parameters was performed using software and hardware complex
“FUCUDA Kardio-MAX-7202” on the 1st and 10th day of
Table 1. Co-morbidities in TIA and stroke patients (in %)
Co-morbidity
Hypertension
Coronary heart disease
Myocardial infarction
Diabetes mellitus
Chronic cerebral insufficiency

TIA
85
85
–
15
23

LS
18
16
–
5
7

TS
63
36
–
4
–
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Fig. 1. Box plot for AMo, DX and Mo values
Separated by categories TS, LI, TIA. Lines inside the boxes represent medians. The lower and upper hinges correspond to the first and
third quartiles (the 25th and 75th percentiles). The upper (lower) whisker extends from the hinge to the largest (smallest) value no further
than 1.5 × IQR from the hinge (where IQR is the inter-quartile range, or distance between the first and third quartiles). Data beyond the
ends of the whiskers are considered to be outliers. Individual observations plotted as black dots.

hospital stay. HRV was assessed in patients after 10 minutes of adaptation and 1.5–2 hours after a meal [48–51].
Patients with atrial fibrillation, artificial pacemaker, and
patients using b-blockers were excluded from analysis.
HRV was assessed by calculation of the mean R-R interval and its standard deviation measured on 5 minute
electrocardiograms. The following indexes of HRV were
cal cu lated: the stan dard de vi a tion of RR-in ter vals
(SDNN), ms, indicated the general tone of the ANS
[48–51]; mode of the duration of R-R intervals, in ms
(Mo), ms, indicated the status of functioning sinus node
and the degree of humoral influences; amplitude of the
R-R intervals mode, in percent (AMo),% – index of activity of sympathetic part ANS, the rigidity HR; variation
range (DX), c – the difference between the maximum and
minimum duration of the RR-interval of the analyzed time
series – index activity of the parasympathetic part ANS.
Data were presented as median, lower and upper
quartiles. Statistical analysis was performed using R and
several R packages [52–57] (detailed algorithm can be
found in the supplemental information). The study was approved by the Ethics committee of Gomel State Medical
University. Written informed consents were obtained from
the patients (or other approved parties) for the publication
of this case report and accompanying images.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Box plot of the data (Fig. 1) shows a significant number of
outliers. Thus, when we are plotting data for exploration
purposes (Fig. 2, 3), we use a robust regression (note: no
statistical conclusions are based on the visualization). For
robust regression, we choose M-estimator instead of generally preferred MM-estimator due to the fact that MM-estimator has trouble with high leverage outliers in small to
moderate dimension data [58].
We are comparing 3 correlations for each of two cases:
‘AMo vs Mo’ and ‘DX vs Mo’. First, we will figure out
whether either of these cases has a significant difference in
correlations. In order to do this we will obtain H statistics
for a group of independent correlations described in [59].
2

H = T2 -

2
T1
( (ni - 3 ) z i )
2
= å( n i - 3) z1 - å (n - 3 ) ,
å i
N

Where i goes from 1 to 3 for 3 correlations, ni is a number of observations used to obtain each correlation.
z i = 12 ln (11 +- rr ) is Fisher transformed value of correlation,
which is based on Pearson’s correlation. In order to work
with a situation when assumptions of Pearson’s correlation
can be violated, we first obtain Kendal’s tau and then calculate r from Kendal’s tau using formula provided in [60]:
r = sin (0.5 ´ p ´ tau).
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Fig. 2. Scatter plot for DX vs MO
Separated by categories TS, LI, TIA. Robust regression with M-estimator is used for determining a regression line. Gray area represents a 95% confidence interval.

Fig. 3. Scatter plot for AMO vs MO
Separated by categories TS, LI, TIA. Robust regression with M-estimator is used for determining a regression line. Gray area represents a 95% confidence interval.
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Table 2. Regression coefficients of the dependence between DX and Mo in patients with TIA, LS, and TS on the 1st day of admission

TIA-TS

(1)–(2)

n (1, 2)
13, 23

r (1, 2)
-0.317

r (2)
0.593

r(1)-r(2)
-0.909

fisher z
-2.608

TIA-LI

13, 61

-0.317

0.384

-0.701

TS-LI

23, 61

0.593

0.384

0.209

Obtained p-value for “AMo vs Mo” is 0.075, and for
“DX vs Mo” is 0.032. Thus, we will continue to look for a
difference in correlations only for “DX vs Mo” case. In order to do this, we will use Fisher’s statistics calculation and
Zou confidence interval calculation implemented in
“cocor.indep.groups” function of a cocor package (details
can be found in [53]). Again, all this is done with r correlation obtained from Kendal’s tau as above. Finally, p-values
are adjusted using Holm’s method. As you can see in the
Table 2, only TIA-TS shows a statistically significant difference.
Additional exploration
In addition to the results above, we performed an exploration study of correlations between parameters of ANS and
clinical status in TIA patients (using Kendall’s tau statistics). In this case we use data collected for all patients admitted and surveyed in the Stroke Unit of the Gomel Regional Veteran’s Hospital from 2010 to 2016: TIA patients
(31 women and 20 men, mean age 62.6±1.6 years), 71 patients with LS (38 women and 33 men, mean age
53.4±1.8 years) and 25 patients with TS (11 women and
14 men, mean age 51.1±3.3 years), all patients are of Caucasian race. On the 1st day, NIHSS estimation was 5 (4; 7)
for LS, and 13 (9.5; 17) for TS. TIA patients at admission
had the following neurological deficit: hemiparesis 55%,
asymmetry of nasolabial folds 67%, instability in the
Romberg position 63%, asymmetry of tendon reflexes
78% and Babinski symptom 82%, hypoesthesia 33%,
aphasia 12%. ABCD2 estimation in TIA patients was
4 (3; 5.3). Co-morbidities in TIA and stroke patients are
presented in Table 3.
Paresis is the most common symptom of stroke and
TIA. In TIA patients, positive correlation between the
hemiparesis level and AMo value on the 1st day of admission was found: r=0.6; p=0.002. Positive dependence of
these parameters reflects a negative role of sympathicotonia in TIA patients. This data agrees with previously published results stating that sympathetic AMo index value
may be connected to the degree of hemiparesis in stroke
Table 3. Co-morbidities in TIA and stroke patients (in %)
Co-morbidity
Hypertension
Coronary heart disease
Myocardial infarction
Diabetes mellitus
Chronic cerebral insufficiency
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TIA
90
62
–
4
4

LS
30
21
–
9
6

TS
8
8
–
20
16

Zou c i
(-1.4, -0.21)

p value

p value adjusted

0.009

0.027

-2.140

(-1.2, -0.05)

0.032

0.065

1.069

(-0.20, 0.53)

0.285

0.285

Signif
*

patients [7, 24–27, 40]. There has been found a dependence be tween mo tor func tion dis tur bance and Mo
(r=-0.44; p=0.016) in TIA patients which agrees with an
expectation, that humoral regulation determines the status
of the ANS regulation of the stress response in stroke patients [45]. We have not found a correlation between the
hemiparesis level and DX value (r=-0.2; p=0.3). Correlation between parameters of the sympathetic part of the
ANS and ABCD2 score was found to be low and has low
statistical significance (AMo r=0.37; p=0.065) in TIA patients. The association between parasympathetic DX and
ABCD2 score (r=-0.07; p=0.74) and Mo and ABCD2 score
(r=-0.04; p=0.83) is statistically insignificant as well.

CONCLUSIONS
We failed to reject the null hypothesis for a difference in
correlations between AMo and Mo, in all the cases of brain
ischemia. For the difference in correlations between
DX and Mo, the null hypothesis was rejected in patients
with TIA and TS. Such difference in correlations between
DX and Mo in TIA and TS patients is a key to understanding the difference between TIA and stroke pathogenesis.
Based on the above obtained results, we propose the
following hypothesis. The highest activity of the sympathetic part of the ANS in patients with TIA is caused not
only by an increase in sympathetic activity in response to
the increase in hormonal influence (Fig. 1). It is also caused
by the absence of an increase in activity of the parasympathetic part of the ANS in the same conditions (Fig. 2). This
distinguishes TIA group from the Stroke group. We believe this would be important to plan and conduct a study
addressing this.
Exploratory analysis revealed several possibly significant correlations including hemiparesis level and AMo,
motor function disturbance and Mo in patients with TIA.
This could indicate the negative role of the increased sympathetic activity in TIA patients, which is similar to the
case of stroke patients. At the same time, a low correlation
between AMo and ABCD2 might indicate that an increase
of the sympathetic activity in TIA patients has low influence to short-term prognosis of the stroke.
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N. V. Halinouskaya, S. V. Samsonau
PRAEINANTÁ SMEGENØ IÐEMIJOS PRIEPUOLÁ
IR INSULTÀ PATYRUSIØ PACIENTØ AUTONOMINË
BÛKLË
Santrauka
Ávadas. Pristatomo tyrimo tikslas buvo ávertinti autonominës nervø sistemos (ANS) bûklæ dviejose pacientø grupëse 10 dienø
ûminiu laikotarpiu. Pirmajai grupei buvo priskirti pacientai, patyræ praeinantá iðemijos priepuolá (PSIP), o antrajai – pacientai,
patyræ ávairaus sunkumo galvos smegenø infarktà (GSI).
Tyrimo metodika. Perspektyvinis kohortinis tyrimas atliktas
Gomelio valstybinio medicinos universiteto Neurologijos ir
neurochirurgijos klinikos Gomelio apskrities veteranø ligoninës
insulto poskyryje 2014 m. geguþës – 2016 m. kovo mën. Á PSIP
grupæ átraukta 13 pacientø, o á GSI – 84 pacientai, ið kuriø 61 pa-

Vegetative Status in Patients with Transient Ischemic Attack and Stroke
ciento iðemijos zona (infarkto þidinys) buvo maþesnë nei 15 mm
(lakûninis insultas – LI) ir 23 – didesnë nei 15 mm (pilnas insultas – PI). ANS vertinimo þymeniu pasirinktas ðirdies susitraukimø daþnis (ÐSD), matuotas pirmà ir deðimtà hospitalizacijos po
galvos smegenø kraujotakos sutrikimo dienomis. Ðirdies susitraukimø daþnio kintamumas vertintas naudojant ðiuos keturis
kriterijus: SDNN (standartinis normalaus R-R intervalo nuokrypis milisekundëmis (ms)), DX (maksimalaus ir minimalaus R-R
intervalo skirtumas ms), Mo (R-R intervalø trukmës reþimas
ms), AMo (R-R intervalø trukmës reþimo amplitudë procentais).
Rezultatai. Vertinant pirmàjà dienà iðmatuoto ÐSD priklausomybæ tarp DX (apibûdina ANS parasimpatinës dalies aktyvu-

mà) ir Mo (apibûdina ANS simpatinës dalies aktyvumà) rodikliø,
rastas statistiðkai reikðmingas skirtumas tarp PSIP ir PI grupiø
(p = 0,01).
Iðvados. Esminis skirtumas tarp PSIP ir PI yra pirmosios dienos humoralinio ANS aktyvumo ir parasimpatinës sistemos tarpusavio ryðys, kuris nulemia specifines praeinanèio smegenø iðemijos priepuolio patogenezës ypatybes.
Raktaþodþiai: praeinantis galvos smegenø iðemijos priepuolis, lakûninis insultas, totalus insultas, simpatinë ir parasimpatinë autonominës nervø sistemos dalys.
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